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Abstract

Over the past year, a large body of multimodal research
has emerged around zero-shot evaluation using GPT de-
scriptors. These studies boost the zero-shot accuracy of
pretrained VL models with an ensemble of label-specific
text generated by GPT. A recent study, WaffleCLIP, demon-
strated that similar zero-shot accuracy can be achieved with
an ensemble of random descriptors. However, both zero-
shot methods are un-trainable and consequently sub-optimal
when some few-shot out-of-distribution (OOD) training data
is available. Inspired by these prior works, we present two
more flexible methods called descriptor and word soups,
which do not require an LLM at test time and can leverage
training data to increase OOD target accuracy. Descriptor
soup greedily selects a small set of textual descriptors us-
ing generic few-shot training data, then calculates robust
class embeddings using the selected descriptors. Word soup
greedily assembles a chain of words in a similar manner.
Compared to existing few-shot soft prompt tuning methods,
word soup requires fewer parameters by construction and
less GPU memory, since it does not require backpropagation.
Both soups outperform current published few-shot methods,
even when combined with SoTA zero-shot methods, on cross-
dataset and domain generalization benchmarks. Compared
with SoTA prompt and descriptor ensembling methods, such
as ProDA and WaffleCLIP, word soup achieves higher OOD
accuracy with fewer ensemble members. Please checkout our
code: github.com/Chris210634/word_soups

1. Introduction

Problem Setting There is extensive interest from the com-
puter vision community for training classifiers that are ro-
bust to distribution shifts. Pioneering works in this area
[23, 47, 67] focused on optimizing for simple shifts in the
image distribution, such as sketch-to-real adaptation. As the
topic evolved, the community proposed increasingly harder
adaptation problems by eliminating some restrictive assump-
tions. For the domain generalization (DG) problem [55, 68],

we do not assume access to unlabeled target data; for the
cross-dataset generalization (XD) problem [70], we allow
source and target label spaces to be different; and for the
parameter efficient learning (PEFT) problem [20, 37, 57],
we impose a tight budget on the number of parameters that
can be tuned. Our work lies at the confluence of these three
topics. Similar to CoOp [70] and MaPLe [25], we do as-
sume access to labeled few-shot generic source data, such as
ImageNet. Since we assume nothing about the relationship
between source and target datasets, this setting can be more
useful in practice than strict zero-shot learning. In this paper,
we propose two parameter efficient few-shot methods, called
word and descriptor soups, that finetune vision-language
(VL) models to generalize to target datasets which may con-
tain unseen labels and/or shifts in the image distribution. Our
methods achieve state-of-the-art on some benchmarks with-
out additional gradient-based tuning, but can also improve
state-of-the-art gradient-based finetuning methods with an
additional diversity loss.

Motivation Our work is motivated by the recent success
of classification by description methods [24, 35, 42] in both
zero-shot (ZS) classification and open-vocabulary object de-
tection. These methods ask an LLM like GPT to generate
a list of short descriptions for each class, then aggregate
predictions from the descriptions to improve ZS accuracy,
see Fig. 1(a). It is often claimed that the impressive gain
in ZS accuracy comes from additional information given
by the GPT descriptions. However, a recent study called
WaffleCLIP [45] observed that random descriptors or even
strings of random words can achieve similar ZS accuracy
to GPT descriptors, when ensembled together (see Fig. 5).
Therefore, gains in ZS accuracy achieved by descriptor meth-
ods are mostly driven by ensembling rather than the content
of the descriptors themselves. Inspired by this observation,
we propose descriptor and word soups, two methods which
outperform WaffleCLIP by selecting descriptors or chains of
words that maximize few-shot accuracy. Word soup has 3 ad-
vantages: (1) it outperforms existing descriptor-inspired ZS
methods in the few-shot OOD setting since it directly maxi-
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Figure 1. Illustration of word and descriptor soups. We conceptually position our two soup methods along the tradeoff between parameter
efficiency and flexibility; we then list the pros and cons of our soups compared to prior work. Firstly, word soup is more parameter efficient
than soft prompt tuning, because it uses discrete tokens (see Fig. 2). Secondly, word soup does not require an LLM or handcrafted prompts.
Lastly, word soup attains higher target accuracy than prior descriptor methods by allowing a descriptor to be any permutation of words and
explicitly maximizing its accuracy on training data (see Fig. 3). However, word soup achieves this flexibility by sacrificing the explainability
of descriptors. On the other hand, descriptor soup is interpretable (see Table 1), but less flexible than word soup, since it is limited to
selecting from the pool of GPT descriptors.

mizes classification accuracy (see Fig. 1(c)); (2) it is more
parameter efficient than existing few-shot methods since the
model is frozen and only the discrete descriptor tokens need
to be stored; and (3) it does not require an LLM. The pros
and cons of both descriptor and word soups are concisely
stated in Figure 1 and discussed more in the method section.

Method Overview According to the above motivation,
we design a progression of three methods: descriptor soup,
word soup, and word soup training with diversity loss. These
methods build upon each other but can be used independently
and in combination with prior methods. We opted for this
style of presentation, since there are motivating empirical
insights at each stage, and each method achieves state-of-the-
art depending on resource constraints (such as availability
of an LLM at training time or parameter storage budget).
Descriptor soup is loosely inspired by model soups [58];
“soup” refers to a set of descriptors. We calculate an aggre-
gate prediction based on the centroid of descriptors in the
soup. We start with the most accurate descriptor on the train-
ing data and greedily add descriptors to the soup if training
accuracy increases, see Fig. 1(b). Similarly, for word soups,
we assemble a chain of words by greedily appending a word
if it increases the training accuracy of the word chain, see
Fig. 1(c). Finally, we present a diversity loss that can be
used to optimize the CLIP model, using the word soup as
an initialization. This loss is required to maintain the initial
diversity among word soup members throughout finetuning.

Contributions We make the following contributions to the
computer vision literature:

• We present word soup, which improves SoTA on few-
shot cross-dataset (XD) and domain-generalization (DG)
benchmarks by 1% and 0.8% resp.

• Our word soup uses fewer parameters than SoTA parame-
ter efficient methods while achieving higher accuracy than
parameter-free ZS methods in both few-shot settings.

• We propose a diversity loss to train VL models initialized
with word soup. This allows our method to seamlessly
combine with prior few-shot finetuning methods.

• We present qualitative results (e.g. Tab. 1) to understand
what is means for a descriptor to be “good”, and analyze
the generalizability of these descriptors (Fig. 3). These
results extend the current understanding of how descriptor
and prompting methods work.

2. Related Work

Few-shot CLIP finetuning We follow the problem set-
tings of CoOp [70], CoCoOp [69], MaPLe [25], and Clipood
[51], which finetune a CLIP-like model [43] on few-shot
ImageNet in a manner that generalizes to OOD target
datasets. Many prompt tuning methods build on top of
CoOp by using different loss functions [3, 5, 9, 41, 62],
using clever optimization techniques [71], ensembling mul-
tiple prompts [6, 31], leveraging different sources of infor-
mation [12, 22, 49], leveraging synergy between modalities
[26, 30, 65], or using different network architectures [8, 61].
We take a fundamentally different approach from these prior
methods, drawing inspiration from classification by descrip-
tion [35]. Specifically, prior methods tune a soft prompt
while our method tunes a sequence of discrete tokens.
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Figure 2. Comparison with PEFT
and ZS methods. We vary m for
word soup as in Fig. 5. We vary the
number of prompt tokens for CoOp,
VPT and MaPLe, the number of
prompts for ProDA, the rank for
LoRA and adapters, and the num-
ber of layers tuned for SSF and bit-
fit. CoOp stores 512 parameters
per soft token, while word soup
stores 1 parameter per discrete to-
ken. Average of 3 runs. Word soup
achieves the maximal CoOp accu-
racy with only 1/25 of the parame-
ters on the XD benchmark and 1/70
of the parameters on the DG bench-
mark. Detailed results see Tab. 11
in the Appendix.

Zero-shot CLIP Many recent papers use LLM descrip-
tors to aid ZS or open-vocabulary visual tasks, including
classification [35, 42] and detection [24]. WaffleCLIP [45]
observed that the impressive gains in accuracy reported by
these works are mostly driven by ensembling and dataset-
level concepts. WaffleCLIP ensembles random descriptors
and uses an LLM to discover dataset-level concepts, while
we design an optimization procedure to learn good descrip-
tors from data. Our algorithm is loosely related to model
averaging methods [58, 59]. However, unlike model soups
[58], we do not generate multiple training trajectories, since
all descriptors share the same model weights. ZS accuracy
can also be improved with hierarchical label sets [38] or
handcrafted prompts [1]. Test-time prompt tuning methods
[10, 33, 48, 50] train a sample-specific prompt that maxi-
mizes agreement between predictions based on a set of image
augmentations. These methods suffer from long inference
times due to test-time optimization.

Parameter efficient finetuning (PEFT) Our word soup
can be considered a PEFT [17, 20] method, but specialised
to finetuning VL models in the OOD setting. Prior PEFT
methods include shallow text prompt tuning [22, 31, 70, 71],
visual prompt tuning [20], bias tuning [64], adapters [11, 16,
39, 54, 66], LoRA [17], SSF [29], side-tuning [53], and oth-
ers [18, 21, 32, 63]. Unlike the above works, our word soup
tunes fewer parameters by leveraging discrete text tokens.
Similar to LST [53], we use minimal GPU memory, since no
backpropagation is required. We empirically compare with a
representative subset of PEFT methods in the OOD settings
in Fig. 2. Clearly, our word soup establishes a better tradeoff
between parameter efficiency and OOD accuracy, compared
to prior work.

3. Method
This section is organized into 4 parts. Section 3.1 reviews
the classification by description [35] and WaffleCLIP [45]

methods, which motivate our soup methods. Section 3.2
presents descriptor soup, a novel intermediary method which
still uses GPT descriptors at training time but not at test time.
Section 3.3 presents word soup, which is similarly motivated
but only requires a list of English words at training time.
Section 3.4 describes the diversity loss used to finetune the
CLIP model using word soup as the initialization. Please use
Fig. 1 as a reference. We organize the methods in this section
in order of increasing flexibility, since it is more natural to
motivate word soups this way. However, word soups can
also be motivated in the opposite direction by shortcomings
of soft prompt tuning, as noted in Fig. 1; this motivation is
included in Appendix B. We also propose a token offset trick
in Appendix C to augment descriptor soups.

3.1. LLM Descriptors and WaffleCLIP

Several works use LLM descriptors to supplement class
names in VL models [24, 35, 42]. These methods ask an
LLM to describe the object being classified and incorporate
this information into the textual input by forming sentences
such as “a photo of a tench, which is a freshwater fish” or “a
photo of a goldfish, which has small black eyes”. The LLM
generates on average 5.8 such descriptors per label, and the
centroids of the resulting text embeddings are used for zero-
shot classification of images. The improvement in zero-shot
accuracy can be attributed to (1) additional information com-
ing from the LLM and (2) ensembling. In WaffleCLIP, Roth
et al. [45] claim that most of the gain in accuracy reported by
Menon and Vondrick [35] can be attributed to ensembling.
They showed that appending a similar number of randomly
selected descriptors to the class names can achieve similar
zero-shot accuracies as the GPT descriptors. We confirm
this result in Fig. 5. Observe in this figure that both random
descriptors (labeled as “random soup”) and chains of ran-
dom nonsensical words (labeled as “waffle CLIP”) perform
better than classification by description (“GPT centroids”)
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Color-coded by source: ImageNet , Pets , DTD , Random

Target: ImageNet Alignment Accuracy

no descriptor 0.301 67.1
which typically brightly colored. 0.305 (+0.004) 68.2 (+1.1)
which has usually white or off-white. 0.310 (+0.009) 68.4 (+1.3)
which is a long, low-slung body. 0.312 (+0.011) 68.3 (+1.2)
which is a curved or rectangular shape. 0.309 (+0.008) 68.6 (+1.5)
which can vary in size from small to large. 0.315 (+0.014) 68.5 (+1.4)
which has reddish brown fur. 0.300 (-0.001) 66.2 (-0.9)
which is a hard skeleton. 0.295 (-0.006) 66.6 (-0.5)
which is a medium-sized, short-haired cat. 0.291 (-0.010) 66.0 (-1.1)
which has sharp claws. 0.299 (-0.002) 66.6 (-0.5)
which is a repeating pattern. 0.295 (-0.006) 66.1 (-1.0)
which is a sign with the shop’s name. 0.295 (-0.006) 66.7 (-0.4)

Target: Pets Alignment Accuracy

no descriptor 0.322 88.4
a type of pet. (handcrafted; for reference) 0.331 (+0.009) 89.0 (+0.6)
which is a large, powerful cat. 0.321 (-0.001) 89.8 (+1.4)
which has sharp claws. 0.324 (+0.002) 89.9 (+1.5)
which has soulful eyes. 0.317 (-0.005) 89.9 (+1.5)
which is a long arm with a claw ... 0.324 (+0.002) 87.8 (-0.6)
which is a medium-sized, short-haired cat. 0.327 (+0.005) 91.4 (+3.0)
which is a boat with sails. 0.293 (-0.029) 81.5 (-6.9)
which often used by knights and soldiers. 0.315 (-0.007) 80.8 (-7.6)
which can vary in size from small to large. 0.333 (+0.011) 88.6 (+0.2)
which typically has a yellow or brownish color. 0.335 (+0.013) 89.3 (+0.9)

Target: Textures (DTD) Alignment Accuracy

no descriptor 0.273 44.3
a type of texture. (handcrafted; for reference) 0.287 (+0.014) 44.1 (-0.2)
which may be decorated with a pattern or logo. 0.286 (+0.013) 47.2 (+2.9)
which is a sign with the shop’s name. 0.261 (-0.012) 45.3 (+1.0)
which is a backdrop. 0.280 (+0.007) 46.6 (+2.3)
which is a repeating pattern. 0.283 (+0.010) 46.3 (+2.0)
which typically has a pattern or design. 0.295 (+0.022) 45.5 (+1.2)
which is a guard tower. 0.243 (-0.030) 43.4 (-0.9)
which has loud crow. 0.253 (-0.020) 42.4 (-1.9)
which can be brightly colored or patterned. 0.283 (+0.010) 44.5 (+0.2)
which is a curved or rectangular shape. 0.281 (+0.008) 44.4 (+0.1)

Table 1. Qualitative comparison of descriptors. We select descrip-
tors based on a source dataset using Alg. 1 and test on a target
dataset. The tables are organized by the target dataset; the color
of the highlight indicates the source dataset. We include randomly
selected descriptors in gray for comparison. Alignment refers to
the average cosine similarity between image embeddings and the
corresponding text embeddings. Observe that selected descriptors
tend to describe the source dataset as a whole and improve both
accuracy and alignment. Also observe that a descriptor soup trained
on ImageNet (blue) generalizes to other datasets, but not vice versa.

for the same number of descriptors per label (m). This is a
surprising result. We reason that selecting descriptors which
maximize few-shot training accuracy would achieve higher
accuracy than random descriptors; this motivates descriptor
soup.

3.2. Descriptor Soup
We reference Alg. 1 in the Appendix throughout this sec-
tion. Let D = {d1, ..., dn} denote a set of n descriptors
such as “which is a freshwater fish”. These descriptors are
obtained by combining all descriptors generated by GPT
for 1,000 ImageNet classes [35], and keeping only unique
entries. Descriptors are no longer connected to their orig-

Target: ImageNet Alignment Uniformity Accuracy

no descriptor 0.301 0.173 67.1
dat they ... difficulties. 0.306 (+0.005) 0.174 (+0.001) 68.9 (+1.8)
similar vary ... mention etc. 0.314 (+0.013) 0.183 (+0.010) 69.1 (+2.0)
separately aspects ... adopted. 0.315 (+0.014) 0.181 (+0.008) 69.2 (+2.1)
tue alot ... itself. 0.303 (+0.002) 0.178 (+0.005) 69.0 (+1.9)
bufing beginner ... status. 0.311 (+0.010) 0.181 (+0.008) 68.8 (+1.7)
soviet vbulletin ... inexpensive. 0.320 (+0.019) 0.195 (+0.022) 62.0 (-5.1)
ideal ips ... filename. 0.314 (+0.013) 0.196 (+0.023) 59.7 (-7.4)

Table 2. Example of a 5 member word soup trained on ImageNet (in
blue) along with random chains of words (in gray) for comparison.
Comparing with Tab. 1, we observe that the word soup descriptors
achieve higher accuracy than descriptor soups, since word soup is
more flexible from an optimization perspective. Here, we include
uniformity scores, since chains of random words improve alignment
at the expense of increasing uniformity. Uniformity is the average
cosine similarity between image and text embeddings with different
labels.

inal classes. We wish to select a set of m descriptors that
maximizes accuracy on few-shot training data. Let’s define
the loss function ℓ(Strain, Ttrain(d)) to be the 0-1 loss of the
model using descriptor d over the entire training dataset Strain.
Ttrain(d) denotes the label text embeddings calculated by the
text encoder by appending descriptor d to all class names.
Since all parameters of the vision model remain constant,
we ignore vision model parameters in the notation. We aim
to find a set of m descriptors whose centroids in the text
embedding space minimize the 0-1 loss:

D∗
m = {d∗1, ..., d∗m} = argmin

d1:m∈D
ℓ

(
Strain,

1

m

m∑
i=1

Ttrain(di)

)
(1)

Note that 1
m

∑m
i=1 Ttrain(di) denotes the L2-normalized cen-

troid of text embeddings for each class. We always normalize
the centroid so it can be used to calculate the cosine similar-
ity with image embeddings; this is omitted from the math to
avoid clutter.

Eq. 1 is an intractable combinatorial problem, but we can
approximately solve it via a greedy approach or by solving
the continuous version of the problem using gradient descent.
We use a greedy approach, inspired by Wortsman et al. [58].
The algorithm can be summarized as (reference Alg. 1):
1. Calculate ℓ(Strain, Ttrain(d)) for all d ∈ D. Sort the

descriptors by increasing loss / decreasing accuracy.
With slight abuse of notation, denote the sorted list as
D = [d0, ..., dn].

2. Initialize the “descriptor soup” D∗ = {d0} with the best
descriptor.

3. For i in 1 : n: Add di to D∗ if it decreases the loss of D∗.
4. Return the first m descriptors in D∗.
Please find ZS results for descriptor soup in Tab. 3.

Building Intuition A natural question to ask is: descriptor
soup members no longer describe individual classes, so why
does Alg. 1 work? The answer has two parts (1) Alg. 1 finds

27018
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CLIP ZS [70] 1 67.1 93.3 89.0 65.4 71.0 85.7 25.0 63.2 43.6 46.7 67.4 65.02 61.0 46.6 47.2 74.1 57.22
Ensemble [43] 80 68.4 93.5 88.8 66.0 71.1 86.0 24.8 66.0 43.9 45.0 68.0 65.31 61.9 48.5 49.2 77.9 59.36
GPT centroids [35] 5.8 68.2 94.1 88.4 65.8 71.5 85.7 24.7 67.5 44.7 46.6 67.4 65.63 61.5 48.2 48.9 75.1 58.40
GPT score mean [35] 5.8 68.6 93.7 89.0 65.1 72.1 85.7 23.9 67.4 44.0 46.4 66.8 65.42 61.8 48.1 48.6 75.2 58.42

Random descriptors 16 67.9 94.1 87.6 65.6 71.5 85.6 24.9 66.1 44.7 49.1 67.2 65.65 61.6 48.7 50.0 76.7 59.22
+ offset trick (ours) 96 68.5 93.5 89.2 65.8 72.0 85.7 25.2 66.1 44.4 53.0 68.2 66.29 61.9 48.9 50.6 77.5 59.76

Waffle CLIP [45] 16 68.1 93.5 88.4 65.4 72.0 85.9 25.9 66.2 44.1 46.3 68.0 65.58 61.8 48.6 49.8 76.2 59.08
+ offset trick (ours) 96 68.6 93.1 89.5 65.9 72.1 86.1 26.3 66.2 44.2 52.5 68.8 66.49 62.1 48.9 50.2 77.1 59.59

Descriptor soup (ours) 16.7 68.9 94.7 89.4 66.2 72.2 86.2 25.5 67.3 45.1 46.6 68.7 66.18 62.1 48.7 49.7 76.4 59.25
+ offset trick (ours) 100 69.1 93.8 89.8 66.0 72.9 86.2 25.4 66.8 45.0 51.6 69.1 66.67 62.6 49.0 50.5 77.2 59.82

Word soup (ours) 8 69.2 94.4 89.5 65.4 72.3 85.8 25.8 67.4 44.7 53.5 68.4 66.72 62.9 48.7 50.2 77.0 59.69
Word soup score mean (ours) 8 69.4 94.3 89.6 65.4 72.4 85.9 25.9 67.3 45.2 55.8 68.5 67.03 63.0 49.0 50.4 77.2 59.90

gain over GPT +0.8 +0.6 +0.6 +0.3 +0.3 +0.2 +2.0 -0.1 +1.2 +9.4 +1.7 +1.6 +1.2 +0.9 +1.8 +2.0 +1.5
gain over Waffle +1.3 +0.8 +1.2 +0.0 +0.4 +0.0 -0.0 +1.1 +1.1 +9.5 +0.5 +1.5 +1.2 +0.4 +0.6 +1.0 +0.8

Table 3. Comparison with ZS methods. All baseline methods in this table use prompts/descriptors on top of the pretrained model in a ZS
manner. Note that the soup methods are not truly zero-shot because they require some training data. However, we do compare against all
baselines in the few-shot setting in Table 6. We use the ViT/B-16 CLIP model trained by Open-AI. All non-deterministic numbers are an
average of 3 random seeds. m indicates the number of descriptors used. “Ensemble” refers to the set of 80 handcrafted prompts created
by Open-AI; GPT score mean corresponds to the classification by description method. We use centroid evaluation unless “score mean” is
explicitly stated. We achieve substantial gains over GPT descriptors and waffle CLIP as indicated in the bottom two rows.

descriptors which describe the dataset as a whole, rather
than individual labels; these descriptors are orthogonal to the
classification problem and increase classification accuracy
by increasing alignment between corresponding image and
text embeddings. (2) Descriptor soups generalize when the
target classification problem has a narrower scope than the
source classification problem. Prior work (e.g. [25, 45, 70])
suggests that handcrafted dataset-specific descriptors such as
“a type of aircraft” or “a type of pet” improve ZS accuracy.
Dataset-level descriptors like these are easier to design than
label-level descriptors, so using dataset-level descriptors is
currently standard practice. We hypothesize that these de-
scriptors improve accuracy by increasing alignment between
corresponding image and text embeddings; we demonstrate
this in Tab. 1. e.g. “a type of pet” improves pet classification
accuracy by 0.6% and alignment by 0.01.

We further hypothesize that descriptor soup members
learn to mimic the behavior of handcrafted dataset-level de-
scriptors. We display examples of descriptor soups trained
on three different datasets in Table 1 in support of this intu-
ition. Descriptors trained on pets (in pink) mention “claws”,
“eyes”, and “hair”, which are concepts common to most pets.
In a similar vein, descriptors trained on textures/DTD (in yel-
low) mention “pattern”, “logo”, and “design”. Meanwhile,
ImageNet is a broader dataset, so descriptors trained on Ima-
geNet (in blue) are generally non-specific (e.g. “which could
be brown or grey”). This is intuitive, since ImageNet is a
dataset with diverse classes. A descriptor such as “which
is a type of dog” would be detrimental to the zero-shot ac-
curacy, since it would bias the classifier toward labels that
are types of dogs. Table 1 shows that individual descriptor

soup members increase both the alignment and classification
accuracy, when the source and target datasets are the same.
The next paragraph addresses the issue of generalizability
when source and target datasets are different.

Generalizability Descriptor soups trained on ImageNet
generalize to target datasets with narrower scopes, but not
vice versa. This is because ImageNet concepts are a su-
perset of narrower target datasets; e.g. ImageNet classes
contain types of cars and pets. Table 1 shows that descriptors
trained on ImageNet (blue) improve both the alignment and
accuracy on Pets and Textures; but descriptors trained on
the latter two datasets (pink and yellow) decrease the same
metrics on ImageNet. To further support the generalizability
of descriptor soups, we show a positive correlation between
ImageNet accuracy and average target dataset accuracy in
Fig. 3 (right). Finally, we train a descriptor soup on test data
to maximize average accuracy of 10 datasets; we call this the
“descriptor soup upper bound” in the middle of Tab. 6. The
upper bound only achieves marginal improvement over the
descriptor soup trained on ImageNet (three rows above the
upper bound in Tab. 6). This suggests that greedily maximiz-
ing the descriptor soup accuracy on ImageNet training data
is a good approximation of maximizing the target accuracy;
i.e. the generalization gap is small.

3.3. Word Soup

Descriptor soup achieves impressive state-of-the-art perfor-
mance, but it is still reliant on an LLM at training time to
generate a list of candidate descriptors and is limited to this
fixed descriptor list. In order to remove the reliance on LLMs
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Figure 3. (Left) Plot of ImageNet accuracy when the same descrip-
tor is appended to every class label. Observe that there are more
than 1,000 GPT descriptors and single-word descriptors that are
better than standard ZS (in red). When we further consider word
chains of length 4, the number of accurate descriptors increases
dramatically (orange). (Right) Scatter plot of average target ac-
curacy vs. ImageNet accuracy of GPT descriptors. We observe a
positive correlation, so descriptors trained on ImageNet are likely
to generalize to other datasets.

and make the optimization process more flexible, we propose
to generate descriptors in a greedy fashion using individual
words selected from a dictionary. We use the list of 10,000
most commonly-used words on the web1 as the candidate
pool of words.

Given a list of n words W = {w1, ..., wn} (we abuse
some notations slightly, since the word soup is a separate
method). Descriptors are allowed to be any sequence of
words, as long as the length does not exceed p. Concretely,

D∗
m = {d∗1, ..., d∗m} = argmin

d1:m∈D′
ℓ

(
Strain,

1

m

m∑
i=1

Ttrain(di)

)
D′ := {all q permutations of W , ∀q ≤ p}

(2)

The word soup problem described by Eq. 2 is again in-
tractable, so we propose an approximate greedy solution
using the following steps (see Alg. 2 in the Appendix):
1. Initialization: Sort W by decreasing ZS accuracy to

filter out unsuitable words (see Fig. 3 left). For this step,
we only consider single word descriptors (e.g. “a photo of
a cat, the.”). Select the top-k0 and top-k1 words, denoted
as Wtopk0

and Wtopk1
, resp. k0 < k1.

2. Randomly select a word w from Wtopk0 and initialize the
descriptor d = w.

3. Shuffle Wtopk1
. Then, for w′ ∈ Wtopk1

, append w′ to d,
only if it increases the accuracy of d.

4. return d.
We obtain a total of m independent (in a loose sense) de-
scriptors by repeating steps 2-4. In these steps, we randomly
select from Wtopk0 and shuffle Wtopk1 to encourage diver-
sity among the m selected descriptors. Instead of truncating
all descriptors to a pre-determined length p, we introduce a

1github.com/first20hours/google-10000-english

m Source XD Mean DG Mean
INet (10 datasets) (4 datasets)

CLIP ZS 1 67.1 65.02 57.22
Vanilla CoOp 1 70.0 66.52 59.25

+ word soup 8 69.6 66.59 59.26
CoOp ensemble 8 69.8 66.68 59.18

CoOp regularized towards initialization 1 70.2 66.97 59.94
+ word soup 8 69.9 66.69 60.05

CoOp with label smoothing 1 70.1 66.37 60.09
+ word soup 8 69.9 66.13 60.16

CoOp + word soup (λ = 0) 8 69.8 66.21 59.15
+ our diversity loss (λ = 0.25) 8 70.2 67.23 60.20

Table 4. Ablation results to support the diversity loss. “Vanilla
CoOp + word soup” refers to appending the word soup descriptors
directly to soft CoOp prompts. “CoOp ensemble” refers to ensem-
bling m randomly-initialized soft descriptors trained with CoOp.
Observe that the model trained with our diversity loss (λ = 0.25)
achieves a 1% increase in accuracy on average. This increase in
accuracy cannot be achieved with label smoothing or regularization
towards the initialization as in MIRO [4] and ProGrad [71]. De-
tailed results see Tab. 9 in the Appendix.

patience parameter in Alg. 2, which implicitly controls the
average descriptor length. We now motivate word soup.

Motivation from descriptor soup The descriptor soup
method has some intuitive properties covered in the previous
sub-section, but is limited by the small number of good de-
scriptors. Fig. 3 left shows that only about 1,200 descriptors
(green line) in D are better than no descriptor (vanilla ZS; red
line). The descriptor soup is limited to various combinations
of these 1,200 “good” descriptors. On the contrary, when
we expand the hypothesis space to be D′, any permutation
of a set of words, there are many more good descriptors to
choose from, as indicated by the orange line in Fig. 3 left. In
other words, word soup improves classification accuracy by
increasing the size of the hypothesis class. Tab. 2 supports
this assertion by showing that individual word soup descrip-
tors achieve higher accuracies on ImageNet than descriptor
soup members.

3.4. Diversity loss

Word soup already achieves competitive performance on
most benchmarks. A reasonable next step would be to fine-
tune using the word soup descriptors as an initialization. A
variety of methods exist for few-shot finetuning of CLIP,
e.g. CoOp, Clipood, and MaPLe. However, in many cases
we actually see a slight decline in target accuracy after fine-
tuning in Tab. 4 (λ = 0). This is because finetuning all
descriptors on the same few-shot data forces text-prototypes
to converge to the same locations in the embedding space,
eliminating the initial diversity. Given fixed word soup de-
scriptors D∗ = {d∗1, ..., d∗m}, our training loss is:

ℓtrain = Ed∗
i ∼D∗

[
CE(ŷd∗

i
, (1− λ)ytruth + λŷd∗

i ,0
)
]

(3)
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Cross-dataset Evaluation Target Mean

m B/32† B/16† L/14‡ CoCa L/14‡ g/14‡

ZS 1 61.32 65.02 73.11 74.82 77.58
GPT score mean 5.8 61.22 65.42 73.08 75.48 77.14
Waffle CLIP 16 62.13 65.58 73.25 75.37 77.72
Desc. soup + offsets 100 62.79 66.67 73.19 75.95 78.04
Word soup (ours) 8 62.24 67.03 73.56 76.08 78.09

Domain Generalization Evaluation Target Mean

m B/32† B/16† L/14‡ CoCa L/14‡ g/14‡

ZS 1 47.68 57.22 64.88 67.94 71.37
GPT score mean 5.8 47.95 58.42 64.96 67.67 71.26
Waffle CLIP 16 49.07 59.08 64.47 67.85 70.99
Desc. soup + offsets 100 50.05 59.82 65.81 68.32 72.21
Word soup (ours) 8 50.00 59.90 65.73 68.73 72.05

Table 5. Comparison with ZS baselines at different model scales.
† indicates a model trained by Open-AI [43]; ‡ indicates a model
trained by Open-CLIP [19]. Detailed results see Tab. 12 in the
Appendix.
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Figure 4. Varying λ in the diversity loss. λ = 0 corresponds to the
standard CE loss. The left plot displays the average KL divergence
between predicted class probabilities of word soup descriptors over
the course of training. The right plot displays the cross-dataset
accuracy for the same training runs. We observe that a larger λ
leads to higher diversity among descriptors; this results in a higher
test accuracy.

where CE denotes the cross entropy loss, ŷd∗
i
∈ ∆c (c is the

number of classes) denotes the soft prediction of the model
with descriptor d∗i ; ytruth denotes the one-hot encoding of
the true label; and ŷd∗

i ,0
∈ ∆c denotes the soft prediction of

the initial model with descriptor d∗i . λ ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-
parameter controlling the amount of regularization. ŷd∗

i
is

the quantity being optimized. ŷd∗
i ,0

is the output of a soft-
max with temperature τ0 (the teacher temperature). As in
classical knowledge distillation, it is often useful to set the
teacher temperature to be different than the training temper-
ature. Training the expectation directly in Eq. 3 requires
storing mc forward and backward passes of the text encoder
in memory, which is not scalable. In practice, we use one de-
scriptor per mini-batch and rotate among the m descriptors
in a round-robin fashion, but we train for the same number
of iterations as finetuning with one descriptor.

Our training loss biases the model prediction toward the
initial prediction of the model using each description, thereby
maintaining the diversity of predictions present at initializa-
tion. Fig. 4 verifies this interpretation by showing that train-

m Source XD Mean DG Mean
INet (10 datasets) (4 datasets)

CLIP ZS [43] 1 67.1 65.02 57.22
CoOp [70]† 71.5 63.88 59.3
Co-CoOp [69]† 71.0 65.74 59.9
MaPLe [25]† 70.7 66.30 60.3
CLIPood [51]† 71.6 60.5

Cross Entropy (CE) 1 72.3 66.80 60.39
+ GPT score mean [35] 5.8 71.7 66.86 59.92
+ Random descriptors 32 71.6 66.89 60.69
+ Waffle CLIP [45] 32 71.6 66.58 60.65
+ Descriptor soup (ours) 16.7 72.1 67.10 60.70

+ offset trick (ours) 100 72.1 67.51 61.01
+ Word soup centroids (ours) 8 71.8 67.16 61.22
+ Word soup score mean (ours) 8 71.7 67.43 61.32
+ Descriptor soup upper bound 11 71.7 67.62 61.01

ProGrad [71] 1 69.8 66.48 58.96
KgCoOp [22] 1 69.2 66.16 58.64
ProDA [31] 32 70.0 66.23 58.83
Vanilla CoOp [70] 1 70.0 66.52 59.25
+ Word soup score mean (ours) 8 70.2 67.30 60.25

Vanilla MaPLe [25] 1 70.7 66.44 59.32
+ Word soup score mean (ours) 8 70.8 66.65 60.20

Vanilla CLIPood [51] 1 72.9 66.50 60.47
+ Word soup score mean (ours) 8 72.0 67.42 61.23

Table 6. Comparison with few-shot methods and few-shot methods
stacked with ZS methods. † indicates author-reported numbers on
the same datasets with the same train-test splits. Other numbers
are our reproductions. All methods except the upper bound were
trained on 3 random 16-shot splits of ImageNet. m indicates num-
ber of descriptors used. Either our descriptor soup with the offset
trick or our word soup achieves the best accuracy on average. We
use the ViT/B-16 CLIP model. Detailed results see Tab. 10 in the
Appendix.

ing with λ = 0.25 results in a higher average KL divergence
between descriptor predictions ŷd∗

i
and a higher average tar-

get accuracy than training with lower λs. Additionally, Tab.
4 displays results for a naive CoOp ensemble and CoOp
trained with regularization towards the initialization. These
results show that our diversity loss results cannot be obtained
by simply ensembling or regularizing predictions towards
the initialization as in [4, 71]. The training does not take
longer than standard cross entropy training, since only one
model is trained for all descriptors. Descriptor tokens are
fixed.

4. Results

We present the main few-shot results in Tab. 6. The goal this
section is to demonstrate the following in the OOD setting:
1. Complementary to existing few-shot methods: Stack-

ing either descriptor soup or word soup on top of tra-
ditional finetuning baselines (Cross Entropy, MaPLe,
Clipood, or CoOp) improves target accuracy, exceeding
current published state-of-art. (Tab. 6)

2. Parameter Efficiency: Our method is more parameter
efficient than CoOp due to the discrete nature of word
soup tokens. We additionally compare to other PEFT
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methods: VPT [20], bitfi t[64], CLIP-adapter [11], SSF
[29], LoRA [17], and adapter [16]. (Fig. 2)

3. Descriptor Efficiency: We outperform prior state-of-
the-art ZS methods with only 1 or 2 descriptors. There-
fore, unlike some prior methods, our method is not pri-
marily driven by ensembling. (Fig. 5)

Datasets We train on random 16-shot splits of ImageNet-
1K [46] and test on 14 unseen target datasets: Caltech-101
[28], Oxford-Pets [40], Stanford-Cars [27], Flowers-102
[36], Food-101 [2], FGVC-Aircraft [34], SUN-397 [60],
Describable-Textures (DTD) [7], EuroSAT [13], UCF-101
(an action recognition dataset) [52], ImageNet-V2 [44],
ImageNet-Sketch [56], ImageNet-A (natural adversarial ex-
amples) [15], and ImageNet-R [14]. The last four datasets
are domain-shifted versions of ImageNet containing images
from the ImageNet-1K label space.

Experimental Setting All baselines and methods are
trained on 16-shot ImageNet-1K data and tested on the indi-
cated target datasets. Hyperparameters: We tune parameters
on a withheld validation set. Word soup (Alg. 2) has three
parameters: k0, k1 and patience. The diversity loss has
two parameters: λ and τ0. These 5 parameters are constant
across all experiments. We tune the learning rate separately
for each baseline, but keep all other training parameters con-
sistent across methods. We report temperature, batch size,
optimizer, EMA setting, token length, initialization and other
training details in Appendix A. We discuss the difference
between centroid and score mean evaluation in Appendix D.

Discussion In Tab. 6, we first observe that stacking our
word soup method on top of CE, CoOp, MaPLe, or CLIPood
achieves approximately 0.8-1.0% increase in average target
accuracy for both XD and DG benchmarks. Due to the space
limitation, we only compare word soup with other ZS meth-
ods when combined with CE, since CE achieves the highest
XD accuracy out of the 4 finetuning methods. m indicates
the number of descriptors for each label, on average. The
greedy descriptor soup can be augmented using our token
offset trick, which uses 6 augmented copies of each descrip-
tor. The token offset trick improves accuracy by 0.4% and
0.3% on XD and DG, resp. but at a significant computational
cost. The greedy word soup matches the performance of the
augmented descriptor soup without the additional computa-
tional cost. Overall, the best OOD accuracy is achieved by
either the descriptor soup with token offsets or word soup.

Ablation Study An ablation study on our soup methods
with varying m is presented in Fig. 5. On both benchmarks,
our word soup performs best for all m. We note that the word
soup with m = 2 already outperforms all ZS baselines for all
values of m up to 64. This result indicates that, unlike state-
of-the-art ZS methods, ensembling is not the main ingredient
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Figure 5. Comparison of our soups with ZS baselines for varying
m on XD and DG evaluations. This experiment uses the same
settings as Tab. 3. Our word soup achieves the best accuracies for
all m. This shows that word soup is more descriptor efficient than
baseline ZS methods.

of our method. Additional ablation studies are presented in
Appendix E.

Parameter Efficiency and Computational Efficiency A
discussion regarding efficiency of our methods is deferred to
Appendix E.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed descriptor and word soups to
tackle the cross-dataset and domain generalization problems.
Descriptor soup greedily selects a set of descriptors by max-
imizing training accuracy on a source dataset. Word soup
builds a chain of words using a similar greedy procedure.
These greedy soup methods achieve higher target classifi-
cation accuracy than prior descriptor-based methods by ex-
plicitly maximizing training accuracy. We further proposed
a loss function to preserve word soup diversity throughout
finetuning. When using word soup for initialization and
finetuning with the diversity loss, we can significantly im-
prove the accuracy of existing few-shot OOD finetuning
methods. Compared to all baselines, word soup achieves
the best trade-off between parameter efficiency and target
accuracy.
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